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Year 3 – Riotous Royal 

 
Rationale: This ‘Riotous Royalty’ unit will teach Year 3 in depth about William the Conqueror’s reign from 1066 onwards, 
how King John made himself very unpopular as monarch and why King Henry VIII married so many times. This unit also 
teaches who Queen Anne was, what Queen Victoria achieved during her reign and look at the role of the British monarchy 

today 
Pre-unit task: What do we know? KWL Grid/task 
Attention Grabber: Horrible Histories – Monarch Songs Horrible Histories - The Monarchs Song | Horrible Songs - YouTube. 
Display Pictures of Royals on History Display through the songs. 
Learning Objectives:  
· Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, and 
significance by learning about the arrival of King William and the Normans in 1066. 
· Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of British, local and world history, establishing 
clear narratives within and across the periods they study by learning about the significance of the Magna Carta in English 
history. 

· Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of British, local and world history, establishing 
clear narratives within and across the periods they study by learning about the significance of a royal heir in securing the 
power of a monarchy. 

· Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and develop the appropriate use of historical terms by learning about how 
Queen Anne helped to create Great Britain as a country. 
· Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful selection and organisation of relevant historical information by finding 
out about Queen Victoria’s quest for empire 

Overview:  
Lesson 1: Can I question how the Normans came to rule 
Britain in 1066? 
Lesson 2: Can I understand why King John is an important 

king in English history? 
Lesson 3: Can I understand why King Henry VIII wanted an 
heir? 

Lesson 4: Can I understand why Queen Anne was important 
in creating the United Kingdom of Great Britain? 
Lesson 5: Can I understand what the British empire meant to 
Victorian people? 
Lesson 6: Can I answer questions about our Royal Family? 

Cross Curricular Links  
English – Writing School Magna Carta for St James’ 
Haslingden 
Geography use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer 

mapping to locate countries and describe features studied 
Resources  

Teabags, trays, black felt pens, scissors, non-fcition 
books based on commonwealth countries (topic packs 
and library) 

Impact/Assessment  
Most Children will: • Raise questions for Queen Elizabeth II in order to understand life as a modern monarch. • Describe how 
different monarchs fought to become powerful, whilst others used dynasties to secure their position as head of the country. • 

Have an understanding of the importance of an heir to the throne through comparing different generations of monarchy. • 
See why these six monarchs have been identified as being significant to understanding events in British history. 
Less Able Children will: Ask questions about life in Norman England and look at a map of the British Empire to understand 
why the UK was such a powerful nation in the Victorian era. • Have a chronological understanding of which monarch reigned 
in relation to another. • Explain that the Magna Carta was an important document. 

More Able Children will: • Understand why and how monarchy affected the formation of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland as we know it today. • Explain how different monarchs achieved, secured and continued to exact power 
on the UK by looking at royal behaviours from the past and considering the impact of these on how we live today. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC6okzIKQvg

